MHL Survey
Summary and FAQ
2014/15 Season

Thank you to everyone who participated in
the survey.
Your feedback is important to us as we
work towards providing a better
experience to all participants!

Many of the comments can be addressed by the
information provided in the MHL Parents Guide and
MHL Coaches Guide available from your association
or on the MHL website.
Based on your comments we feel we have not been
communicating with you as effectively as we would like.
We will be working on that for this next season.

Who answered and
who are you?

As you can see based on our survey,
• over 90% were OK with the change, “neutral”
to “very pleased”.
• over 81% were “very pleased/positive” with
the change,
• 4% were not happy/negative with the change.
Of the 833 answers, 72 provided
additional comments and that breakdown
is shown to the right.

Costs

How is our money spent within the League and
Associations?
The League and the Associations are run on as
low a cost as possible!

Does the MHL make a profit?

NO, the MHL does not make a profit!
The MHL and the Associations are
“not for profit”
with most of the work being done by volunteers.
All MHL Directors have come from the
Associations and are volunteers.

FAQ
Costs

Continued

Our biggest single cost is ice!
(Practice and game ice)
Over 56% of our total cost,
which is purchased from the City of Mississauga

Our single biggest cost is ice time.
Over the years the MHL and the Associations have worked to make the most effective use
of the ice we have.

The City is becoming less flexible on ice allocation, how it is categorized and if the MHL
can return unused ice. As a result, the effective costs are going up more than the stated
increase by the City.
When the MHL charged a Gate Fee, game ice was revenue neutral. Basically the gate
covered all the game costs. The number of games at House League varied each year … up
and down. What you did not notice was that in some years you paid significantly more than
others, especially when your team went farther in the playoffs.
Now that the registration has become a fixed amount, the MHL has to manage our ice more
effectively. One of the changes was the House League playoff schedule to “fix” the playoff
ice costs. With this year and last year the MHL provided more games (including playoffs)
than planned or budgeted in learning to manage.

FAQ
Costs

As a result the MHL spent significantly more than revenues permitted
cutting significantly into the contingency fund.
Basically there was more ice provided than the players paid for.
Continued

Are there discounts for families with multiple players?
Yes, most Associations offer a discount for multiple players.
As the Associations are now responsible for collection of all registration fees the
discount only applies if all family members are in the same Association.
How can overall costs be lowered?
Alternatives
•

At this point 15% of our costs are subsidized by corporate sponsors. In the last few
years the MHL has strived to increase sponsorship at the league level to counteract the
growing costs. We will continue to work to increase this sponsorship to help reduce
costs.

•

If we increase the number of players our fixed costs (administration) can be spread
over a larger base to help reduce player costs. The MHL has developed a number of
programs to increase awareness and attract more players. However, we can all help by
making our neighbours and friends aware of the fun of playing hockey in the MHL.

FAQ
Costs

MHL Incentive Program: The MHL offers an incentive of a $50
registration reduction for families that bring a new player to the MHL.

Continued

Of the 846 answers 52 provided additional
comments and that breakdown is shown
to the right

Value Provided

(Overall Perception)

Registration
Costs

Philosophy
(Playing Time)

Approximate
Total Costs Per

Expected Time
Commitment5

Normal Ice Time

Playoffs

Schedule

1 Practice + 2 Game
Week nights
/weekends
1 Practice + 2 Game
Week nights
/weekends

Only top teams
make the
playoffs.
Only top teams
make the
playoffs.

Schedule 3-4
weeks in advance
only
Schedule 3-4
weeks in advance
only

14 hours per week
+ 4–6 weekends4

$2,000

1 Practice + 2 Game
MHL games
Week nights only

Everyone makes
playoffs

Full year schedule
in August

9.5 hours per week
+3–5 weekends4

$1,4001

$3000

1 Practice + 2 Game
GTHL games
Week nights
/weekends

Only top teams
make the
playoffs.

Schedule 3-4
weeks in advance
only

12 hours per week
+3-5 weekends4

Equitable Ice

$6002

$1,600

MHL Red
Select Hockey

Equitable Ice

$6002

$1,000

MHL House League
White, Blue, Green

Equitable Ice

$6002

$600

GTHL AAA

GTHL AA

Not Even –
Earn Ice
Coach Discretion

Not Even –
Earn Ice

Per Season
(Varies by
Club/Assoc.)

Season (includes extra
Team Costs)3

$2,5001

$8,000

$1,4001

$5,000

$1,0002

Coach Discretion

MHL A

Equitable Ice
GTHL A

Not Even –
Earn Ice
Coach Discretion

MHL Gold

FAQ

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Everyone makes
playoffs
1 Practice + 1 Game
Games normally
weekends

Everyone makes
playoffs
Everyone makes
playoffs

After convening
(first 6 weeks)
schedule
normally posted
6 weeks in
advance.

12 hours per week
+3-5 weekends4

8.5 hours per week
+2-3 weekends4
Twice per week
+1-2 weekends4
Twice per week

Approximate. Will vary by team, Association/Club
Estimated average. Will vary by team, Association
Does not include extra costs associated with tournaments as noted in item 4. Team budgets can vary significantly.
A budget must be provided at signing by the Coach for Gold, A, AA &AAA.
Tournaments, normally mean full weekends (Friday to Sunday) usually away from home with extra costs associated
with hotels, meals etc.
Includes estimated commute times against expected participation at normal events (not including tournaments).

Value Provided

As you can see based on our survey,
for both options the answer is “no”.
So these changes will not be
explored at this level.

Exploring Alternatives
(If we changed or added what are your thoughts?)

MHL
A GOOD PROGRAM
CLOSE TO HOME
You like that the MHL offers a great
program close to home … the small
driving requirements to an arena
provided by the MHL, even in A.
Clearly a big advantage over other
A/AA loops.

• Less transit time
• Lower commuting costs.

23% of additional
comments “liked”
the proximity of our
arenas and lower
travel time.

Of the 834 answers to each of
questions 8 & 9 additional comments
were made and only the breakdown of
the comments is shown to the right.

Likes & Dislikes

25% of
additional
comments
“said the
MHL’s
program was
good!”

Convening is done by a Committee comprised of Area
Association members and is chaired by an MHL
Director, who is there to help guide the process. This
entire Committee is responsible for convening ALL the
teams within their respective division(s).

Of the 851 answers 249 provided
additional comments and that
breakdown is shown to the right

Convening

“With the reduced number of players the MHL should amalgamate some divisions.”
 This is a valid concern regarding the decreasing number of players and number of teams at certain
levels in some associations. It leads to teams with mixed levels of players that are extremely
difficult to convene.
 At this point there is no mechanism to accomplish amalgamation of teams, however the MHL and
its Association partners are looking into alternatives to address this concern.
“The coaches always pick the same players and do not see the potential in my child?”
The Coach and the selection of the teams is done by the Associations, not the MHL.
Many factors can influence a coach in selecting a player. Remember in many cases players have
been in the league for a number of years and the coach/Association knows the player.
o How well he knows the player. If they know the player, player skill, how well they feel the player
will develop (will they listen and learn), player attitude (how well they fit into the team, do they listen,
etc.), player size (mostly with checking in A but also for non checking in House league, size can have
an impact) .

o
o
o

FAQ

o

How a player shows at tryouts for A or evaluations for House League.
How the parents act.
Does the player jump around between Associations or is he/she willing to play and
develop with the team?
Is the parent part of the coaching staff for this team?
Unfortunately this is also driven by the coach (who is a volunteer).

Convening

Check out the Coach; his/her philosophy, style, program, how long they have
been coaching and how long they have been with the organization.

Length of Season

As a result of the last survey the MHL implemented an Ombudsman program.

"The Ombudsman will review issues with officiating, convening, coaching,
you-name-it.”

Under “Contact Us” on the MHL website.
mhl-ombudsman@hockey.on.ca

Ombudsman

• The survey results show 72% of
respondents rated our referees
Excellent/Good/Average.
• This is an 8% improvement from
64% last year!
•

And 27% were not happy with them.

Officials

The officials are our employees working to provide safety for our players and flow of game.
“Why don’t you fire #, he always does a crappy job!”
“# does a great job!” … actual quotes from the survey about the same official!
“I am moving to the “G” for better officiating!”
“I came back to the MHL because of officiating in the GTHL!” … again actual quotes from the survey
And … over 30% of our Officials work in the GTHL too!

... It is all in your perspective!
Each year we receive numerous complaints about the Game Officials.
If we took the advice of many parents, players and coaches and fired every official every time someone
complained we would be starting over again every year. What do you think it would be like with new
minimally trained and inexperienced officials every year?

Think about it!

FAQ

Our Officials are human! Vary in age from 16 to 50 years old with minimal experience
to very experienced. What they see at ice level is very different than what you can see
from the stands. As a reminder our officials are reviewed and supervised on a constant
basis! There are over 20 supervisors constantly watching games.

Officials

Support your Officials!
They are working to provide the best officiating possible!

Even in the NHL where
officiating is a full time career
there are complaints.
As in every organized sport (eg. soccer, baseball, and football etc.)
there are complaints about officiating … it involves our children!
Our single biggest concern is for an official to maintain player
safety! The MHL is very concerned in maintaining the highest
quality officiating we can!

We are continually trying to improve!
So the question is, are we?

FAQ
Officials

Yes!
In each of the past 8 years the MHL
has reduced suspensions by working
with the Discipline Emphasis
Program.

Constantly Improving Safety.
By combining the work of the on ice
officials with the Discipline
Emphasis and adding
• increased communication,
• training,
• dialogue and
• coaching

A safer place to play!

FAQ
Officials

Suspensions are down in the MHL over 50%
and as result, a similar reduction in
“AT RISK SITUATIONS” and “RESPECT ISSUES”
Without the concerted efforts of the MHL on ice officials and
Discipline Committee, this would not have been possible.

What One Thing?

The comments were spread over responsibilities of the MHL, its partner Associations and the City.
The MHL is responsible for the games and organizing the league.
 Game Ice
 Schedules
 Officials
 Playoff format
 Overall Discipline and Safety (Via the officials and the Discipline Emphasis)
 League governance.
The Associations are responsible for organizing and managing the teams.
 Coach selection
 Team Selection
 Practice Ice
 Sweaters and Equipment.
The MHL and the Associations share responsibility for the following:
• Convening Issues
• Enrollment
• Dealing with parent and player issues.
The City, MHL and the Associations share responsibility for cost, but…
City ice costs are over 56% of the total cost.
The City is solely responsible for the Arenas. The MHL has virtually no say in their operation.

What One Thing?

Based on your comments we have made the following changes:
Voicing your concerns:
•

this season we added an Ombudsman to voice your concerns.

Schedule:
•
•
•
•
•

have discontinued games over the Christmas break this season.
have discontinued games over the March break this season.
have discontinued games over the Family Day this season.
minimized games during exams for high school aged players this season.
are reviewing moving the pattern of playing the same night at the same arena as used in Juvenile for
Midget teams too. It will depend on ice availability and number of teams next season.

On Ice Officials:
•

Will be working on a development program to get the On Ice Officials more communicative with the
benches.
The City controls our contracts for ice, assigns them in 26 week blocks and allocates the amount based on our
registration numbers over the past few years. We have managed to negotiate the changes noted above but the
City will not provide any more exemptions. We have to pay for the ice in the contract no matter what, so we
schedule games to fill all the blocks.

What we currently have to do, due to the City contracts:
•
•
•

have to schedule games either Sunday or Monday of Thanksgiving – we took Thanksgiving Sunday off.
have to schedule games at Halloween although there is an exception for younger players.
have to schedule games on Easter Sunday.

Things You Should Know

Please feel free to contact us for more detailed
information or to clarify anything you see in this
report. And again thank you for your
participation.
Please contact
Lawry Simon
(Marketing Director MHL)

lawry@l2simon.com

